Eventually, you'll definitely enjoy more independence and meaningfulness by spending more active leisure time when you're actually feeling useful! Why don’t you try to acquire these skills right now? This book will help you to improve your social skills and give you some valuable tips on how to become better at interacting with others.

Reading Scripture with the Reformation in View: Essays in Honour of George Steigerwald

Robert W. Jenson

This collection of papers, presented at a conference held at the University of Chicago in honor of George Steigerwald, contains essays from leading scholars in the field of Reformation studies. The contributions explore various aspects of the Reformation, including its impact on the development of the modern world, its relationship with other religious traditions, and its continuing relevance for contemporary society. The papers are written in a style that is accessible to both specialists and those with a general interest in the Reformation.

For Scholars of the Early Modern Period

This volume brings together international scholars in the fields of theology, intellectual thought, and social and cultural history. Contributions focus on key themes, such as Martin Luther or the Swiss Reformation. The contributors explore the historical and theological implications of these themes, as well as their relevance for contemporary society.

The Oxford Handbook of the Protestant Reformation

Edited by Ulrich S. Frey and David D. Hunter

This handbook provides a comprehensive overview of the Protestant Reformation, covering its historical development, its theological and cultural impact, and its enduring legacy. The contributors are experts in a wide range of fields, including history, theology, and sociology, and the book is written in a clear and accessible style that is suitable for both specialists and those with a general interest in the Reformation.

The Reformation in Central Europe

Edited by Peter linek and Brigitte Lecouteux

This volume offers a comprehensive overview of the Reformation in Central Europe, focusing on the experiences of individual countries and regions. The contributors are experts in a wide range of fields, including history, theology, and sociology, and the book is written in a clear and accessible style that is suitable for both specialists and those with a general interest in the Reformation.

For students and scholars of the English Reformation, iconoclasm has played a major role in the historical and cultural understanding of the period. This volume brings together international scholars in the fields of theology, intellectual thought, and social and cultural history. Contributions focus on key themes, such as Martin Luther or the Swiss Reformation. The contributors explore the historical and theological implications of these themes, as well as their relevance for contemporary society.

The Phenomenon of Iconoclasm: Iconoclastic Reactions to Various Types of Objects, Both in the Very Recent and Distant Past. The volume brings together international scholars in the fields of theology, intellectual thought, and social and cultural history. Contributions focus on key themes, such as Martin Luther or the Swiss Reformation. The contributors explore the historical and theological implications of these themes, as well as their relevance for contemporary society.

The Oxford Handbook of the Reformation

Edited by Ulrich S. Frey and David D. Hunter

This handbook provides a comprehensive overview of the Reformation, covering its historical development, its theological and cultural impact, and its enduring legacy. The contributors are experts in a wide range of fields, including history, theology, and sociology, and the book is written in a clear and accessible style that is suitable for both specialists and those with a general interest in the Reformation.

The Reformation in Central Europe

Edited by Peter linek and Brigitte Lecouteux

This volume offers a comprehensive overview of the Reformation in Central Europe, focusing on the experiences of individual countries and regions. The contributors are experts in a wide range of fields, including history, theology, and sociology, and the book is written in a clear and accessible style that is suitable for both specialists and those with a general interest in the Reformation.

The Phenomenon of Iconoclasm: Iconoclastic Reactions to Various Types of Objects, Both in the Very Recent and Distant Past. The volume brings together international scholars in the fields of theology, intellectual thought, and social and cultural history. Contributions focus on key themes, such as Martin Luther or the Swiss Reformation. The contributors explore the historical and theological implications of these themes, as well as their relevance for contemporary society.

The Oxford Handbook of the Reformation

Edited by Ulrich S. Frey and David D. Hunter

This handbook provides a comprehensive overview of the Reformation, covering its historical development, its theological and cultural impact, and its enduring legacy. The contributors are experts in a wide range of fields, including history, theology, and sociology, and the book is written in a clear and accessible style that is suitable for both specialists and those with a general interest in the Reformation.
Buddhist and Christian Responses to the Kowtow Problem in China-Eric Reinders 2015-03-12 The most common Buddhist practice in Asia is bowing, yet Buddhist and Christian Responses to the Kowtow Problem is the first study of Buddhist obeisance in China. In Confucian ritual, everyone is supposed to kowtow (bow) to the Chinese emperor. But Buddhists claimed exemption from bowing to any layman, even to their own parent or the emperor. This tension emerged in the imperial debate in 662. This study first asks how and why Buddhists should bow (to the Buddha, and to monks), and then explores the arguments over their refusing to bow to the emperor. These arguments take us to the core issues of Buddhist and imperial power: How can one achieve nirvana by bowing? What is a Buddha image? Who is it that bows? Is there any ritual that can exempt a subject of the emperor? What are the limits of the state’s power over human bodies? These issues have a profound impact on Buddhism and imperial power. In the late Tang dynasty, Buddhism was on the decline. The Tang court established a Buddhist regulatory body to control monks, and the imperial court began to persecute monks. This study contributes to our understanding of Buddhist and imperial power in China in the Tang dynasty and beyond. It also offers new insights into the historical development of Buddhism in China.

Conversion and the Politics of Religion in Early Modern Germany-German Studies Association. Conference 2012 The Protestant and Catholic Reformations thrust the nature of conversion into the center of debate and politicking over religion as authorities and subjects debated religious expression and the boundaries of society. This study offers a new perspective on the concept of “conversion” in the early modern period. It examines the ways in which early modern Germans understood conversion and the ways in which these understandings of conversion were shaped by political and religious contexts. The volume offers a range of case studies from different regions of Germany, including the Rhineland, the Palatinate, and the Harz Mountains. It concludes with a chapter on the relationship between conversion and political authority in early modern Germany.

Quid est sacramentum? Volume One-Walter Melion 2019-10-07 An investigation into how sacred mysteries (in Latin, sacramenta or mysteria) were visualized in a wide range of media, including illustrated religious literature, produced in Italy, France, and the Low Countries between ca. 1500 and 1700.